Analysts Meeting Minutes  
5 August 78

ATTENDANCE: Guy Mitchell, Carolyn Leyton, Sarah Tropp, Tish Lacey, Trista Turner, Tim Carter, Russell Moten, James Simpson, Gene Chaikin,  
Deirdre Goodwin, Jan Wilsey, Carolyn Kirkandell, Don Bower, Darrell  
Devers, Tony Linton, Becky Flowers, Johnny Jones, Ronaldo Gieg,  
Shirley Gieg, Jason Gieg, Rob Gieg, Chris Talley, Garnet Johnson,  
Demosthenes Kulesas, Vicky Marshall, Glanda Polite, Lee Ingram,  
Harold Bogue and Jim Marrell.

Agenda:
1) Place to put Monkey cage.
2) Discussion about Inspectors
3) Replacements for Philip.
4) C-class Bean fields
5) Pasture grasses - Guy Mitchell
6) Weekly Schedule for PRoPPing Banana Trees
7) What is to be done with structure by nursery?
8) Rabbits to be moved to piggery.
9) The Time schedules.
10) Landscaping -- Gene Chaikin

Monkey Cage: The new monkey cage is to be 4 x 6 x 6 for our little monkeys. This will not fit under the dorm. Must have it relatively close. Is the window coming out? Put monkey cage downwind, suggested John. Gene is planning a park area from the poison shed down to Apartment 3, is presently not planned for anything said Bob.

Zoo? Will cost a lot of $$. Water and people so not just now...

Plan to put monkey tentatively in the park area. John asked if we were bypassing the site planning committee. Gene said no, will be a recommendation from analysts to site planning and they will be meeting tomorrow. Charlie will be in site committee and the construction problems can likewise be answered.

Inspectors: When Jan is downriver, Gene will cover for her. Darrell feels should have more inspectors. James Harrell doing 4 hours daily but Finance meeting interferes some, and he is doing the physical therapy until Edith returns. Russell turns in report also. Query if Russell should be an inspector -- no final decision on this.
First yes, then questioned if his time permits. He is not getting in his reports said Caroline K., and this must be done. Becky is also covering for Jan.

Jack asked if we had started the oil spray the guest agronomist from Qtn told us about? No. He said add cupric sulphate to the oil. Gene said not have the tractor time to spray. And that the rip bananas are main problem and should be replaced with apple and Gaynspe.

Truck: Push to get the truck in here from Georgetown. RADIO MESSAGE:
R.
TO GO IN ON THIS. The bulldozers were in too long. Must go to Jaminda daily and stay on it talking with the Captain and making friends with him. That is how we get the dozers out finally.

Johnny
Jans report — she said it takes only 2 hours a day to make entire rounds each week as it is scheduled. Some fields are hit once, some twice. Caroline K. said couple days did not get reports from Morrell and Russell. Supervisors are giving daily reports. Weekly schedule to Caroline then daily reports.

Philip's replacement: David George is trained for this job, but must get backup for him. Al Simon can be used. Will also train a sister.

We have three have signed up. Chinese and Russians use woman for plowing.

Cutlass Bean field — decision awaiting the input from Guy Mitchell on what will be needed.

Pasture Grass: Guy needs some help. Our pastures are going down. Russell said can salvage with Urea and Potash till dry, then burn and plow and put TSP which cannot put in now. Decided more consultation is needed . . . Harold to bring in cost analysis he did from Gene's work . . . asked for this by Gene. Gene got his information for this from a magazine in Puerto-Rico . . . they have much different soil problems from ours pointed out Morrell. Wants us to talk with James Smith before he leaves. He originally told us to add trace minerals and salt to the animal feed — that is all they do. And, when we thought up cattle had hoof rot. The person from Aracana said it was a deficiency and not hoof rot . . . and Jose Simon locked and told us to add trace minerals — when we did this, the problem cleared up.

Johnny to contact James Smith, farm manager Aracana livestock Assn and ask about the pasture grasses and what we might do for cheapest and best pasture grass.

COMMITTEE: Guy wants Russell and others to come down. Jim Morrell, Russell, Darrell, Jose, Harold and Johnny Jones will go down as part of this committee on Wednesday morning to check it all out.

Cutlass: Gene wants to keep 200# cutlass beans for seed. No objections.

Propping: Bananas — New thing was to be tried. More than 8 trees down and have bunches on them. Try to use a wire or? Now with more cat trails they see more poles for propping. Should not be losing as many bananas as we are. Demosthenes has more poles in bush to bring out. Will get on this. INSPECTORS WANT DEMO TO ORGANIZE TO GET DONE REGULARLY. He is to bring in his schedule next week.

Structure by nursery: Pole structure — when and how to be finished. Waiting for Alaskan sawmill to complete cutting of lathe. It is to be a lathe house with partial shade. Have been promised robusta seed. Gene to get 50 boxes and the lathe — got only 10 boxes, nothing else. JACK IS TO SEE CHARLIE ON THIS IN THE MORNING.

Rabbits: These are to be moved to the piggery. Has already been approved by Dad so can go ahead and move them, said Jack, Christine and John will alternate coming down to piggery to take care of them.

Couple of rabbits DIED and John Harris said saw enema . . . in one and bowel obstruction in other. Lack of leafy green vegetables. Talked with Joyce T. Must be certain kind of grass or will give them diarrhea. RABBITS BEEN MOVED TO PIGGORY AREA. Dad should
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O Compost
Shed is designed, said Gene, and hopefully will be pole construction. If we can find them will use Trolleys for the roof. HAVE THE WEDNESDAY GROUP COME DOWN THERE PICK A SITE while they are there. Will enable us to take out the manure and rot it at high temperature and keep down the flies. Can use chipper and feed in organic material.

Landscaping—Gene has plans drawn and must do little more on it; advising analysts will be large drain on labor by next week to get it complete prior to the arrival of our guests. Will also need tractor, trailer and a pup for this.

Lee asked about community program on this—very hard to organize, said Gene with unskilled help. Much confusion, might be disastrous, however, will check with Tom Grubbs for Jr. Hi students.

FOLLOWUPS:

A. Darrell is doing followups on the inspections reports.

B. The inspectors are checking back to see Darrell has scheduled the work.

C. Medical preference appointments—not working out well. NO FOR THE
   • ACAO AGENDA. Teens said one of her people spent 3 hours 20 mins on the job waiting for appointment.
   
   Also, one person went to Avon after Dr and Nurse said their excuse was NOT ACCEPTABLE. Job changes must be approved both by medical and Jack—this was bypassed. ACAO AGENDA ITEM. Jack needs specific examples cited by his supervisors on these items.

D. Caroline is getting some of the information but not all of it. Jan said they can estimate on the field potatoes, etc. No excuse not to do their paper work.

E. Piggery schedule for cutlass beans and cassava tops as needed so that Jan can plan the schedule for the fields. Guy has had problems to figure this—however, James Darrell can help him work out schedule.

   We need control figures on the test program, and Guy is to consult with Harold or Fish as ’BECO’ as he gets the program setup to be sure what he is compiling will produce the needed end results.
   
   • Must have scales for pigs or measuring band. Fish to radio Richard in town and have him get measuring tape for cows and pigs both, live weight and dead weight.

F. Is being done. Will consult. See above...

G. Garbage—Jack and Darrell talked with Joyce who was cooperative, however people in kitchen mixed cans, etc. with it. Were not cooperative when Jack confronted them. Decision of analysts to bring this up in the ACAO AGENDA PROFILES BAILS AS AN AGENDA ITEM.

H. Yes—they are slaughtering and have been testing the smoking process. Will be necessary in the phasing down, since we have some now to be
slaughtered. 2 went for sausage, 2 smoked and ribs are done. 1 more will slaughter 2 more beeves and 2 more regular. The MACHINE SHOP IS MAKING AN APPARATUS FOR OUR GRINDER FOR MAKING LINK SAUSAGES...

On those we butchered: the cows were 270# and 280#; the beeves were 270# and 250#. Only the suit meat will need freezing; that to be used for seasoning. The bacon, hams, ribs and shoulders will be smoking or sugar curing.

Will notify dad if any problems — are trying to get this in step s.a.p. since many now already to be slaughtered and eating feed and waiting in line. If the smoking works, we can go ahead and get them slaughtered without the extra feed having to go into them.

I. The compost pit is being completed. Monday pull wood crew in and get the poles. Set and dry so can run through chipper. Demethanes-appointment from SAFETY COMMITTEE TO LOOK AT THE CHIPPER AND MAKE UP SAFETY RULES FOR IT... will post on side of machine.

J. Tractor schedule is done. Becky took the responsibility and completed it.

L. ACAO AGENDA ITEM...details to be written by Chaikin for proposal of transferring the tractors back to agriculture and give Charlie the new truck for transportation. TRUCK COMING OUT FROM GTN.

TIME
Time is to be announced three times daily from radio room. The people going off at 5:30 tell dispatch the correct time. Dispatch to announce time at 6:00, 6:30 and 7:00...

Piggery Generator down—This week generator went out at piggery and no one went down to check on it. It came out that the 15 minute checkins were not being done. In fact — the piggery sometimes does not check in. Dispatch was called and Tim Jones came over. Discussion followed and analysts decided that the chicken night watchmen MUST CHECK IN EVERY 15 minutes. They are to do this to be sure they are awake. Johnny pointed out that this was set up because people had been sighted in that area, and it was a safety measure. The people could sleep days — so should not be asleep on the job. Imperative we have them check in; give them a warning and then if they goof — put them on public services and make an example of them. Word will soon get around. If they do not call in by second checkin time (1 hour) must send someone down there. Tim agreed to this. SHOULD ALSO BE ON THE ACAO agenda if any question...

ERROR WILL BLOW AT 600 AND AT QUITTING TIME: 6:30 on rally nights; 6:30 other nights. Dad later came on speaker and confirmed this. No one is to quit work until whistle blows. Carolyn said that as soon as these new cheap watches arrive in Jonestown, she will get three for the agricultural department.